In this paper we obtain approximate bound state solutions of N -dimensional time independent fractional Schrödinger equation for generalised pseudoharmonic potential which has the form V (r α ) = a 1 r 2α + a 2 r 2α + a 3 . Here α(0 < α < 1) acts like a fractional parameter for the space variable r. The entire study is composed with the Jumarie type derivative and the elegance of Laplace transform. As a result we successfully able to express the approximate bound state solution in terms of Mittag-Leffler function and fractionally defined confluent hypergeometric function. Our study may be treated as a generalization of all previous works carried out on this topic when α = 1 and N arbitrary. We provide numerical result of energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for a typical diatomic molecule for different α close to unity. Finally, we try to correlate our work with Cornell potential model which corresponds to α = 1 2 with a 3 = 0 and predict the approximate mass spectra of quarkonia.
Introduction
Although the history of fractional calculus is almost as long as that of integer-order calculus, for many years they were not used in physics and applied sciences. The reason of such unpopularity could be that there exist several other definitions of fractional derivatives [1] as well as a lack of geometrical interpretation of them [2] . The situation changed after 1970 when Mandelbrot [3] proposed fractional dimension and a close inter connection between Brownian motion and Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus. From then on, fractional calculus started to attract physicists to explore the complex phenomena originated from different dissipative forces present in the nature. To that aim Riewe [4] introduced fractional
Hamiltonian and Lagrangian equations of motion for non-conservative systems. This insisted physicists to develop fractional Schrödinger equation, because Hamiltonian canonical equations are the basic starting theory of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. Using fractional canonical equation of motion Muslih et al [5] derived fractional Schrödinger equation containing partial left and right Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives. Later Laskin [6] [7] able to generalise the Feynman path integral to Lévy one and developed the space fractional Schrödinger equation. Soon after Laskin, Guo and Xu [8] , Dong and Xu [9] studied the space fractional Schrödinger equation with few specific potential models.
Despite of all these studies still there is a dilemma to use Riemann-Liouville derivative rules in quantum mechanics as these rules are not quite parallel to the well known classical calculus [10] . The embarrassing fact of classical Riemann-Liouville derivative is that fractional derivative of a constant is not zero. Though Caputo [11] derivative solved the problems but it has own disadvantage as it cannot work on non-differentiable functions. To get rid of the above problem Jumarie [12] modified the Riemann-Liouville derivative that can run parallel with the classical calculus rules. In quantum mechanics the Jumarie type derivative rules are always welcome because quantum mechanics in general deals with predetermined boundary values of wave function or its derivative on a boundary as a zero. During last few years use of Jumarie type derivative and its application in various fields including quantum mechanics studied a lot [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Recently, we have elaborately studied the N-dimensional Schrödinger equation for Mie-type spherical symmetric potential [27] composed with Jumarie type fractional derivative. The study was mainly devoted to realize the fractional Laplacian operator in hyperspherical coordinate system in N-spatial dimensions and tried to find the solution of N-dimensional Even Laplace transform becomes quite tedious if above said fractional differential equation is not manipulated properly. Keeping all these odds, in this paper we have approached to the generalised pseudoharmonic potential which can be written as
where a i (i = 1, 2, 3) are some suitable constants. When α = 1 this potential converts into the original form of pseudoharmonic potential [20] .
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The symbol D 0 stands for the dissociation energy and it is given by
where K e is force constant due to the bonding of the diatomic molecule and r e is the equilibrium constant for the same.
The present paper is organized as follows: In the next section we shall provide a very short note on the Jumarie type fractional derivative and Laplace transform of fractional differ-integrals. Section 3 is devoted for the bound state spectrum for the pseudoharmonic potential. Discussion appears in section 4 where theoretical as well as numerical results are discussed with few eigenfunctions plotting. We have also furnished approximate mass spectra of quarkonia via the Cornell potential model, which is equivalent to our potential model corresponds to α = 0.5. Finally the conclusion of the work comes in the section 5. Jumarie [12] [13] [14] defined the fractional order derivative by modifying the left-RiemannLiouville (RL) fractional derivative in the following form for a continuous function f (x) (but not necessarily differentiable) in the interval a to x, with f (x) = 0 for x < a
It is customary to take the start point of the interval as a = 0 and use the symbol
Here from in the rest of the paper we will always denote the fractional derivative
with Jumarie sense. In the above definition, the first expression is just the Riemann-Liouville fractional integration, the second expression is known as 
where generalized binomial coefficients 
This definition is close to the standard definition of derivatives for beginner's study. Following this definition it is clear that the α-th derivative of a constant for 0 < α < 1 is zero.
Few results for Jumarie type derivative are listed below depending on the characteristics of
In fractional calculus solution of any linear fractional differential equation, composed with
Jumarie derivative, can be easily obtained in terms of Mittag-Leffler function of one parameter [23] which is defined as
. Clearly E α,1 (z) = E α (z) and
We provide few derivative rules [17] [18] associated with the Mittag-Leffler function and its trigonometric counterparts.
where one parameter fractional sine and cosine function are defined as follows [14] 
Laplace transformation of fractional differ-integrals
In general Laplace transform
If there is some constant σ ∈ ℜ such that |e −σx f (x)| ≤ M for sufficiently large x, the above definition will exist for Re [s] > σ. The following are the well known derivative properties of Laplace transform when n is an integer.
where the superscript (n) denotes the n-th derivative with respect to x for f (n) (x), and with respect to s for F (n) (s). Now if n becomes non integer, say α, then above two rules are generalized as [26] 
where, n is the largest integer such that (n − 1) < α ≤ n and τ = −
ds α but when α = 1, (that makes τ = 1) this is consistent with Eq.(2.8b) if we take n = 1. Choosing the initial condition f (0) = 0 (frequently appears in quantum mechanical problems) it is easy to have
where we have used the rule (uv) If we choose the natural unit = c = 1 then for large-N expansion [33] , N-dimensional fractional time independent Schrödinger equation for a diatomic molecule in centre of mass coordinate is written as [27] ,
denotes the reduced mass of the molecule where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of constituent particles forming the molecule. Furthermore E α and V (r α ) are the fractional energy eigenvalue and fractional potential energy respectively. They both have unit GeV α .
We will consider the mass M as a fractional mass also with energy unit GeV α . When α = 1, all these units are well familiar within the natural unit scheme. The term Ω α N within the argument of ψ denotes angular variables θ
N is called fractional Laplacian operator in N dimension. In terms of hyperspherical coordinates it can be further written as
where Λ 2α N −1 is fractional hyperangular momentum operator. The explicit form is
Taking the solution by means of separation variable technique ψ(r α , Ω 
where ℓ is orbital angular momentum quantum number (can take quantized values 0, 1, 2, 3 · · · only), we have the fractional order hyperradial or in short 'radial' equation [27] 
Inserting the potential (1.1) into Eq.(3.5) we have
where 
Here the term (r α ) −k ensures the fact that R(r → ∞) = 0. The unknown function f (r α )
is expected to behave like f (r → 0) = 0. After deriving
performing little calculation on Eq.(3.6) we have
where
Finding the solution of Eq.(3.9) is a difficult task due to the strong singular term
To ease out the situation we will study the Eq.(3.9) in transformed space (Laplace) with a parametric restriction 
where f (r α ) is replaced with g(r). In spite of the condition Q 2 = 0 again the present equation
is not suitable for Laplace transform because, the term containing r 2α will generate higher order fractional differential equation in transformed space, which will be difficult to tackle.
There is an alternative way. If we adopt a change in the variable then the situation becomes much more easy. Taking y = r 2 and using the rule (2.4a) as 
These operators help to rewrite the Eq.(3.12) in a new form with g(r) ⇔ χ(y) as
Now defining L {χ(y)} = ϕ(s) and using the rules of Laplace transform, mentioned in subsection (2.2) with χ(0) = 0, it is easy to obtain the following fractional differential
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The exact solution of Eq.(3.15) is very complicated in fractional domain. We have approximately solved this type of equation in our previous work [27] for α ≈ 1.00 with the help of 'α-logarithmic' function [31] in Jumarie sense i.e,
C denotes a constant such that (
where C 1 is the integration constant. The second factor of Eq.(3.17) is a multivalued function when the power −λ 2 is a non integer. The quantum mechanical eigenfunction must be single valued in nature. So we must take
The inverse transform of Eq.(3.17) will provide the solution of the problem in actual space.
To that aim, we expand Eq.(3.17) with help of Eq.(3.18) as
Using the formula given by Eq.(2.11d) for α = β we can find the inverse of Eq.(3.17) quite easily. 20) where
This yields complete radial eigenfunction
acts like a normalization constant and 1 F 1 is fractionally defined confluent hypergeometric function i.
The energy eigenvalue equation of the potential model comes out from Eq.(3.18) as
The complete eigenfunction of the N dimensional fractional Schrödinger equation for pseudoharmonic potential can be given by
where nℓm helps to express the overall solution in terms of all possible solutions (linear combination) and m controls the orientation of ℓ with its specific values.
Results and Discussion
In this section, at first we have shown theoretically that the results obtained in section 3
are compatible with the several special cases both for lower and higher dimension, specially when α = 1. Secondly, we have furnished numerical results of our work for a specified potential parameters in different dimensions. At the last we will try to review the famous Cornell potential for α = 0.5.
Isotropic harmonic oscillator potential
In this case a 2 = a 3 = 0 and a 1 = 
1a)
The energy eigenvalues of the oscillator become
To find the eigenfunctions we take Eq.(3.22) with α = 1
The radial eigenfunctions in this case is
where we have used Eq.(4.1b) with k ℓN = ℓ + N − 2. These all results have been already achieved in ref. [32] . Inserting N = 3 one can get the required results for isotropic harmonic oscillator in ordinary space.
Pseudoharmonic potential
In this case a i (i = 1, 2, 3) = 0. So Eq.(3.11)provides
The expressions of Q 1 , γ 1 are same as Eq.(4.1a) and Eq.(4.1b). The energy eigenvalues for pseudoharmonic potential are
To extract the eigenfunctions we again use the Eq. where k ℓN is given by Eq.(4.6). Finally the radial eigenfunctions are 8) where
) m j acts like a normalization constant. This all results are matched with the work cited in reference [20] .
Apart from verifying the earlier works for α = 1.00, we also provide numerical result of our entire model. The potential parameters a i=1,2,3 are assigned different values close to the relevant experimental situation. Assuming the diatomic molecular mass M = 1GeV α , we have taken a 1 = 10 −3 GeV 3α , a 2 = 0.1GeV −α and a 3 = 0 for constructing the TABLE 2. (FIG.7) . This can be seen in FIG.3 to FIG.6 where the critical value lies more near to α = 1.
Review of mass spectra of Quarkonium via Cornell potential
Though our entire model is approximated for α ≈ 1.00 but we can not resist ourselves to check the situation for α = 0.5. Taking the potential parameter a 1 = a and a 2 = b with a 3 = 0 the potential given by equation (1) becomes V (r 
Conclusion
This present study is a sequel of our previous work which was on fractional Mie-type potential and cited in reference 27. In this paper, we have studied approximate bound state solutions of N dimensional fractional Schrödinger equation for generalised pseudoharmonic potential namely V (r α ) = a 1 r 2α + a 2 r 2α + a 3 where α(0 < α < 1) acts like a fractional parameter for the space variable r. We have composed the entire study by Jumarie type derivative rules with the desirability of Laplace transform . Obtained results are verified for harmonic and pseudoharmonic potentials in lower as well as in higher dimension with α = 1.
We have also furnished numerical results and few eigenfunction plots for different α close to unity. Addition to that we have tried to obtain the mass spectra of quarkonia through the model of Cornell potential which is a special case of our potential model corresponds to α = 0.5. The generalized pseudoharmonic potential for different α is shown in FIG 7. It is clear, as α goes to lower value from unity the potential graph tends toward the r α axis, that means the effect of potential is gradually fading. The eigenfunctions, specially for higher dimension with lower α, are becoming more wide than the same for α = 1.0. This means the particle under the potential experiences less resistance to its motion when α goes with the less value than the unity. Since the motion of the particle is less affected by the potential, its position will become more uncertain and the graph will be more wider. This is what we achieved in the all figures starting from FIG 1 to FIG 7. 
